Abstract: Current harmonics is one of the most significant power quality issues which has attracted tremendous research interest. Shunt active power filter (SAPF) is the best solution to minimize harmonic contamination, but its effectiveness is strictly dependent on how quickly and accurately its control algorithms can perform. This manuscript reviews various types of existing control algorithms which have been employed for controlling operation of SAPF. Harmonic extraction, DC-link capacitor voltage regulation, current control and synchronizer algorithms are examined and discussed. The most relevant techniques which have been applied for each control algorithm are described and contrasted in an organized manner to identify their respective strengths and weaknesses. It is found that the applied control algorithms differ in two conditions: (1) the condition where harmonic current distortion is treated by the SAPF in the presence of non-ideal source voltage; and (2) the condition where multilevel inverter is employed as the circuit topology of SAPF.
Introduction
Proliferation of nonlinear loads resulting from technological advancements in the power electronics field has attracted the attention of researchers, engineers and others who are concerned about harmonic contamination in power systems. Notably, harmonic currents generated by nonlinear loads have caused many significant power quality problems to the power systems. Not only do they degrade the power factor (PF) performance of an operating power system, but they also cause other severe problems, which include overheating of equipment, errors in measuring instruments, failures of sensitive devices and capacitor blowing [1, 2] .
Therefore, in order to restrict activity of harmonic currents, IEEE standard 519 (the latest revised version is IEEE 519-2014 [3] ) has been formulated. It is clearly stated in the harmonic standard that the total harmonic distortion (THD) for current should be at most 5%. Hence, the 5% current THD limit has always been the performance target that all researchers and designers are trying their best to achieve. In order to deal directly with the harmonic problems and to comply with the 5% limits, conventional passive harmonic filters are applied [4] . However, due to their major weaknesses of bulky sizes and fixed mitigation abilities, innovative and efficient harmonic mitigation tools known as active power filters (APFs) are developed to replace them. Besides, the development of APFs is also spurred by the emergence of power semiconductor switching devices such as insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) and availability of powerful controllers such as digital signal processors (DSPs) [4] .
can grasp the basics of SAPFs and at the same time compare and evaluate various control algorithms in a subjective fashion. This manuscript aims to fill this gap.
SAPFs are available in four distinct forms which are categorized according to the circuit topology employed, namely standard inverter (either voltage source inverter (VSI) or current source inverter (CSI)), switched capacitor, lattice structure and voltage regulator [8] . Nevertheless, voltage source inverters are the most preferred for SAPFs due to their small physical sizes and low development costs [4] . Another unique characteristic of voltage source inverters that makes them ideal for SAPF implementation is their expandable nature to multilevel and multistep versions which greatly enhance their performance in harmonics mitigation [18] . Therefore, the discussion in this manuscript focuses solely on the case of VSI-based SAPFs.
This manuscript classifies various control algorithms which have been reported for VSI-based SAPFs (covering both standard two-level and multilevel inverters), and highlights their respective features. Control processes of SAPFs which include harmonic extraction, reference current generation, DC-link capacitor voltage regulation and current control are covered. In this manuscript, the control algorithms are described for three-phase SAPFs as the more general situation. Nevertheless, control algorithms that can be applied in single-phase SAPF are also highlighted and discussed.
The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the typical control structure and working principle of SAPFs. Section 3 outlines and discusses exhaustively all the commonly applied control algorithms for operating SAPFs under ideal source voltage condition. Section 4 highlights the necessary modifications to the control algorithms for controlling SAPFs when subjected to unbalanced and/or distorted source voltages, and the available techniques. Section 5 describes the control algorithms for operating multilevel inverter-based SAPFs. Lastly, Section 6 concludes and highlights the most important findings of this review. Figure 1 shows the overall circuit configuration of a typical voltage source inverter-based SAPF and illustrates its four main control algorithms. Generally, a SAPF is connected to a harmonic-polluted power system at the point of common coupling (PCC), between the voltage supply and a harmonic-producing load. The structure of a SAPF consists of two main elements, namely a standard two-level voltage source inverter and controller. Meanwhile, its controller involves four main control algorithms: (1) harmonic extraction (also known as reference current generation); (2) DC-link capacitor voltage regulation; (3) current control (also known as switching); and (4) synchronizer algorithms. The functions of all the elements in Figure 1 are highlighted as follows:
Control Structure and Working Principle of Shunt Active Power Filter
(1) Harmonic Extraction Algorithm. This control algorithm operates by first taking the distorted load current signal i L from the harmonic-polluted power system, followed by isolation of harmonic and fundamental current components, and ends with the generation of a reference current signal i re f . The generated reference current signal is used to govern the operation of the SAPF in reducing the harmonic distortion. Since its main purpose is to generate a reference current signal, hence it is also known as reference current generation algorithm. (2) DC-link Capacitor Voltage Regulation Algorithm. The control algorithm that takes the instantaneous DC-link capacitor voltage V dc and compares it with a desired reference value. The resulting error is used to estimate the suitable magnitude I dc of the instantaneous DC-link charging current i dc . The estimated I dc is the amount of i dc needed to be drawn by the SAPF to regulate its switching losses so as to constantly maintain DC-link capacitor voltage V dc at the desired reference value. (3) Current Control Algorithm. This is the control algorithm that takes the output of the harmonic extraction and DC-link capacitor voltage regulation algorithms to generate switching pulses S for the controlling operation of the inverter so that it functions as a SAPF. It consists of a pulse-width modulator to generate the desired switching pulses S and a local current control loop that ensures that the injection current i inj is generated according to the reference current i re f .
Energies 2017, 10, 2038 4 of 29 (4) Synchronizer Algorithm. This control algorithm (commonly developed based on phase-locked loop (PLL) techniques) takes the source voltage signal v S and generates a synchronization angle/phase, so that injection current i inj which is injected by the SAPF into the operating power system is correctly synchronized with the source voltage. It should be noted that certain SAPF controllers do not require explicit synchronization algorithms. (5) Voltage Source Inverter. This is a power converter which is systematically controlled to reproduce the reference current i re f as injection current i inj , at suitable magnitude. It is equipped with a DC-link capacitor (energy storage element) to compensate real power unbalance that occurs during dynamic operation of the SAPF and a filter inductor to minimize the ripples of injection current i inj .
(6) Harmonic-producing Load. This is a nonlinear load which injects a harmonic current into an operating power system via PCC. Switch-mode power supplies, arc furnaces, adjustable speed drive (ASD), and rectifiers are a few examples of practical loads that generate serious amounts of harmonic currents and reactive power in the power system. However, in simulation and laboratory evaluations, an uncontrolled bridge rectifier is most commonly applied, as it causes the worst harmonic current distortions [1, 17, 19] . Note that, the output of the bridge rectifier is normally connected to three types of loads: (1) series connected resistor R and inductor L (simply known as inductive load); (2) parallel connected resistor R and capacitor C (simply known as capacitive load); and (3) a single resistor R (simply known as resistive load).
Energies 2017, 10, 2038 4 of 29 (4) Synchronizer Algorithm. This control algorithm (commonly developed based on phase-locked loop (PLL) techniques) takes the source voltage signal and generates a synchronization angle/phase, so that injection current which is injected by the SAPF into the operating power system is correctly synchronized with the source voltage. It should be noted that certain SAPF controllers do not require explicit synchronization algorithms. (5) Voltage Source Inverter. This is a power converter which is systematically controlled to reproduce the reference current as injection current , at suitable magnitude. It is equipped with a DC-link capacitor (energy storage element) to compensate real power unbalance that occurs during dynamic operation of the SAPF and a filter inductor to minimize the ripples of injection current . (6) Harmonic-producing Load. This is a nonlinear load which injects a harmonic current into an operating power system via PCC. Switch-mode power supplies, arc furnaces, adjustable speed drive (ASD), and rectifiers are a few examples of practical loads that generate serious amounts of harmonic currents and reactive power in the power system. However, in simulation and laboratory evaluations, an uncontrolled bridge rectifier is most commonly applied, as it causes the worst harmonic current distortions [1, 17, 19] . Note that, the output of the bridge rectifier is normally connected to three types of loads: (1) series connected resistor and inductor (simply known as inductive load); (2) parallel connected resistor and capacitor (simply known as capacitive load); and (3) a single resistor (simply known as resistive load). From Figure 1 , assuming that the SAPF is not yet connected, the current flow in a harmonicpolluted power system can mathematically be expressed as:
where is the fundamental current and is the harmonic current generated by the harmonicproducing loads. Note that the source current in this case, is distorted due to addition of and has displaced away from the source voltage .
However, after connecting the SAPF at the PCC (as shown in Figure 1 ), there are two additional current flows in the harmonic-polluted power system: (1) injection current which is an opposition mitigation current injected by the SAPF into the harmonic-polluted power system to cancel out ; and (2) DC-link charging current which is a small amount of current drawn by the SAPF to regulate its switching losses and to maintain at constant level. From Figure 1 , assuming that the SAPF is not yet connected, the current flow in a harmonic-polluted power system can mathematically be expressed as:
where i f und is the fundamental current and i H is the harmonic current generated by the harmonic-producing loads. Note that the source current i S in this case, is distorted due to addition of i H and has displaced away from the source voltage v S .
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However, after connecting the SAPF at the PCC (as shown in Figure 1 ), there are two additional current flows in the harmonic-polluted power system: (1) injection current i inj which is an opposition mitigation current injected by the SAPF into the harmonic-polluted power system to cancel out i H ; and (2) DC-link charging current i dc which is a small amount of current drawn by the SAPF to regulate its switching losses and to maintain V dc at constant level.
Hence, with the installation of a SAPF, Equation (1) can be re-written according to Kirchhoff's current law (KCL) as:
To put it simply, the function of SAPF is to effectively recover the sinusoidal shape of i S , by injecting i inj into the harmonic-polluted power system to cancel out i H contained in i L . This can simply be achieved by making i inj equal to i H . In this manner, i S will eventually regain its sinusoidal characteristic and work in-phase with v S . Hence, Equation (2) can now be simplified as:
For better demonstration of the SAPF's operation, theoretical SAPF waveforms in the situation where the harmonic-producing load is assumed to be a three-phase uncontrolled bridge rectifier feeding an inductive load, are illustrated in Figure 2 . Hence, with the installation of a SAPF, Equation (1) can be re-written according to Kirchhoff's current law (KCL) as:
To put it simply, the function of SAPF is to effectively recover the sinusoidal shape of , by injecting into the harmonic-polluted power system to cancel out contained in . This can simply be achieved by making equal to . In this manner, will eventually regain its sinusoidal characteristic and work in-phase with . Hence, Equation (2) can now be simplified as:
For better demonstration of the SAPF's operation, theoretical SAPF waveforms in the situation where the harmonic-producing load is assumed to be a three-phase uncontrolled bridge rectifier feeding an inductive load, are illustrated in Figure 2 . 
SAPF Control Algorithms
The control algorithms of SAPFs are initially developed to operate SAPFs under the case of an ideal source voltage where the source voltage is assumed to be sinusoidal and balanced. This is because the main function of a SAPF is to mitigate harmonic currents generated by nonlinear loads, and a distortion-free source voltage is essential for the effective operation of a SAPF. In SAPF operation, the angular position of the source voltage is usually taken as the reference to coordinate the phase of its output injection current, so that it will work in phase with the operating power system [4, 19, 20] . Nevertheless, to fulfill practical needs, innovative modifications and improvements have been performed on the control algorithms so that SAPFs can be controlled to work effectively when subjected to non-ideal source voltage conditions (this will be discussed in Section 4). This section discusses the control algorithms which have been applied to operate SAPFs under ideal source voltage conditions. 
The control algorithms of SAPFs are initially developed to operate SAPFs under the case of an ideal source voltage where the source voltage is assumed to be sinusoidal and balanced. This is because the main function of a SAPF is to mitigate harmonic currents generated by nonlinear loads, and a distortion-free source voltage is essential for the effective operation of a SAPF. In SAPF operation, the angular position of the source voltage is usually taken as the reference to coordinate the phase of its output injection current, so that it will work in phase with the operating power system [4, 19, 20] . Nevertheless, to fulfill practical needs, innovative modifications and improvements have been performed on the control algorithms so that SAPFs can be controlled to work effectively when subjected to non-ideal source voltage conditions (this will be discussed in Section 4). This section 
Harmonic Extraction Algorithm
The extraction or detection of harmonic currents from the harmonic-polluted power line to generate the reference current signal i re f by using a harmonic extraction algorithm is deemed the first and the most important operation stage of a SAPF's control system [21, 22] . Being the very first algorithm to operate in the controller, accurate and fast harmonic currents extraction result in proper and fast reference current generation which further controls the SAPF to efficiently reproduce the reference current signal i re f as the desired injection current i inj for harmonics mitigation. Basically, the algorithm utilizes a signal-processing function known as distortion identifier which takes the distorted load current signal and generates a corresponding reference current signal i re f by isolating the distortion components from the fundamental component. To date, various harmonics extraction algorithms have been reported in the literature and their performances have been explored [9] [10] [11] . Generally, the existing algorithms are classified as time-domain, frequency-domain, and learning technique. Nevertheless, other modified versions of the aforementioned approaches are also available.
Time-Domain
Time-domain harmonics extraction approaches are based on the instantaneous derivation of reference current signals from harmonic-polluted sources. They are considered as the simplest harmonic extraction approaches, offering increased speed and fewer calculations as compared to their counterparts in the frequency-domain and learning technique categories. In time-domain, the most widely applied algorithms are synchronous reference frame (SRF) [17, 23, 24] and instantaneous power (pq) theory [1, 11, 21] -based approaches.
(1) SRF algorithm. Harmonics extraction based on the SRF (also as known as dq theory) algorithm is accomplished through a series of mathematical calculations of three-phase load current which is conducted in direct-quadrature-zero (dq0) frames. Park-transform matrix is applied to convert three-phase load current in abc-frames i L abc to rotating dq0-frames I Ldq0 . However, only dq-frames involves in the extraction process. Here, the dq-frames are determined by the reference phase sin_cos which is delivered by a synchronizer (particularly a PLL). In dq-frames, the fundamental component I Ldq( f und) will appear as DC signal, and the harmonic components I Ldq(har) will appear as ripples. A low-pass filter (LPF) is commonly used to separate fundamental components and harmonic components [17, 24] . Finally, the desired reference current i re f is generated by using the extracted harmonic components via inverse Park-transformation. Figure 3 shows the control structure of a typical SRF algorithm.
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Harmonic Extraction Algorithm
The extraction or detection of harmonic currents from the harmonic-polluted power line to generate the reference current signal by using a harmonic extraction algorithm is deemed the first and the most important operation stage of a SAPF's control system [21, 22] . Being the very first algorithm to operate in the controller, accurate and fast harmonic currents extraction result in proper and fast reference current generation which further controls the SAPF to efficiently reproduce the reference current signal as the desired injection current for harmonics mitigation. Basically, the algorithm utilizes a signal-processing function known as distortion identifier which takes the distorted load current signal and generates a corresponding reference current signal by isolating the distortion components from the fundamental component. To date, various harmonics extraction algorithms have been reported in the literature and their performances have been explored [9] [10] [11] . Generally, the existing algorithms are classified as time-domain, frequency-domain, and learning technique. Nevertheless, other modified versions of the aforementioned approaches are also available.
Time-Domain
(1) SRF algorithm. Harmonics extraction based on the SRF (also as known as theory) algorithm is accomplished through a series of mathematical calculations of three-phase load current which is conducted in direct-quadrature-zero ( 0) frames. Park-transform matrix is applied to convert three-phase load current in abc-frames to rotating 0-frames . However, only -frames involves in the extraction process. Here, the -frames are determined by the reference phase _ which is delivered by a synchronizer (particularly a PLL). In -frames, the fundamental component ( ) will appear as DC signal, and the harmonic components ( ) will appear as ripples. A low-pass filter (LPF) is commonly used to separate fundamental components and harmonic components [17, 24] . Finally, the desired reference current is generated by using the extracted harmonic components via inverse Parktransformation. Figure 3 shows the control structure of a typical SRF algorithm. This algorithm is applicable only to three-phase system with balanced and sinusoidal voltage waveform, and it experiences time delays in extracting the fundamental component. This algorithm is applicable only to three-phase system with balanced and sinusoidal voltage waveform, and it experiences time delays in extracting the fundamental component.
(2) pq Theory algorithm. Harmonics extraction based on a pq theory algorithm is realized through a series of mathematical calculations of instantaneous power in a balanced three-phase system. The calculations are conducted in αβ-frames where the three-phase source voltage and load current signals are first transformed into αβ-frames via Clarke-transformation and are then applied to calculate the instantaneous active P and reactive Q powers of the load. In αβ-frames, the fundamental component of the instantaneous power P ( f und) and Q ( f und) will appear as DC signal, and the harmonic power components P (har) and Q (har) will appear as ripples. Note that only active power needs to be filtered (commonly by LPF) to obtain the desired harmonic components [1, 11] . Finally, the reference current i re f is generated by using the extracted harmonic components i Hαβ via inverse Clarke-transformation. Figure 4 shows the control structure of a typical pq theory algorithm. Like the SRF algorithm, this algorithm is also applicable only to three-phase systems with balanced and sinusoidal voltage waveforms. It also experiences time delays in extracting the fundamental component due to the dependency on LPF.
Energies 2017, 10, 2038 7 of 29 (2) pq Theory algorithm. Harmonics extraction based on a pq theory algorithm is realized through a series of mathematical calculations of instantaneous power in a balanced three-phase system. The calculations are conducted in αβ-frames where the three-phase source voltage and load current signals are first transformed into αβ-frames via Clarke-transformation and are then applied to calculate the instantaneous active and reactive powers of the load. In αβ-frames, the fundamental component of the instantaneous power ( ) and ( ) will appear as DC signal, and the harmonic power components ( ) and ( ) will appear as ripples. Note that only active power needs to be filtered (commonly by LPF) to obtain the desired harmonic components [1, 11] . Finally, the reference current is generated by using the extracted harmonic components via inverse Clarke-transformation. Figure 4 shows the control structure of a typical pq theory algorithm. Like the SRF algorithm, this algorithm is also applicable only to three-phase systems with balanced and sinusoidal voltage waveforms. It also experiences time delays in extracting the fundamental component due to the dependency on LPF. 
Frequency-Domain
In the context of SAPF control strategies, frequency-domain harmonic extraction algorithms are based on Fourier analysis which involves either discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [25, 26] or fast Fourier transform (FFT) [27, 28] of the distorted current signals. From measurement of the distorted line current, the desired harmonic components are separated or isolated from the measured signals and are then reconstructed back in the time-domain to generate reference current signals. For effective harmonic mitigation, the switching frequency of SAPFs is kept generally at more than twice the highest harmonic frequency of the reference current signals [9, 29] . Frequency-domain approaches are suitable for both single-and three-phase systems. The main disadvantage is that they require time to gather sufficient samples so that they can be processed in Fourier analysis [30] . Moreover, due to large computational burden it imposes, a really good and fast control processor must be considered, to ensure efficient performance of frequency-domain approaches.
Learning Techniques
Another method to extract the desired harmonic components is by using a learning technique. The available techniques in this category include optimization, and artificial intelligence (AI) approaches such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). In SAPF applications, optimization algorithms have been applied in switched capacitor active filters to extract the harmonic components which are directly used to generate the switching pattern of the reference current [31] . However, the method tends to complicate computation, and degrade the dynamic response of the SAPF. Next, genetic algorithm (GA) has been incorporated to improve the convergence time [31] . However, GA techniques are complex, difficult to implement and they require a very long execution period [32] .
Owing to the limitations of both techniques, ANN is applied to learn the characteristics of the harmonic-polluted distribution system so that a suitable reference current signal can be set to achieve 
Frequency-Domain
Learning Techniques
Owing to the limitations of both techniques, ANN is applied to learn the characteristics of the harmonic-polluted distribution system so that a suitable reference current signal can be set to achieve an allowable level of harmonic distortion in the distribution system [9, 11] . The ANN technique is constructed as a computational algorithm based on the structure and functions of biological neural networks. It requires a separate network to represent each harmonic frequency, which thereby increases the computation time. Nevertheless, further control-scheme modification has been performed on the conventional ANN technique (renamed as modified ANN) through a weights-updating algorithm [20, 33] , which speeds up extraction process and shortens the adaptation time. Figure 5 shows the control structure of a modified ANN algorithm. an allowable level of harmonic distortion in the distribution system [9, 11] . The ANN technique is constructed as a computational algorithm based on the structure and functions of biological neural networks. It requires a separate network to represent each harmonic frequency, which thereby increases the computation time. Nevertheless, further control-scheme modification has been performed on the conventional ANN technique (renamed as modified ANN) through a weightsupdating algorithm [20, 33] , which speeds up extraction process and shortens the adaptation time. Figure 5 shows the control structure of a modified ANN algorithm. In operation, the load current ( ) is first sensed and compared with an initial estimated current ( ). Note that constant is the sampling rate, for digital implementation. The resulting error ( ) is processed by a weight updating algorithm to update the weight or the amplitude and of sine ( ) and cosine ( ) vectors. The iteration is repeated until ( ) = ( ). Here, the sine vector which contains the fundamental current component will be taken and compared with ( ) to derive the reference current ( ). This algorithm is applicable for both single-and threephase systems. The main disadvantage is that a precise learning rate value is required by the algorithm to perform efficiently, normally obtained via a heuristic approach.
Other Algorithms
Control algorithms other than the three aforementioned categories of the harmonic extraction algorithms described above, are also available. These control algorithms are implemented by applying small changes to the aforementioned algorithms, and they provide simply better performance over their respective predecessors.
In the context of time-domain approaches, the modifications are mainly implemented to overcome the time delays exhibited by numerical filters. For the SRF algorithm, the modifications which have been implemented include replacement of LPFs with sliding window Fourier analysis (SWFA) which is renamed as dq with Fourier (dqF) [34, 35] , replacement of LPFs with wavelet approach [36] , and simplification of overall control structure which is renamed as simplified SRF (SSRF) [17] . The work on both F and the wavelet algorithms are limited only to simulation study. Meanwhile, the work on SSRF is proven to work effectively in both simulation and practical environments and has achieved a significant performance improvement in both steady-state and dynamic environments. On the other hand, for pq theory algorithms, the reported modifications include integration of a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [21] , replacement of LPFs with sliding window Fourier analysis (SWFA) which is renamed as pq with Fourier (pqF) [37] , and replacement of LPFs In operation, the load current i L (k) is first sensed and compared with an initial estimated current i est (k). Note that constant k is the sampling rate, for digital implementation. The resulting error e(k) is processed by a weight updating algorithm to update the weight W or the amplitude W 11 and W 21 of sine sin(kω∆t) and cosine cos (kω∆t) vectors. The iteration is repeated until i est (k) = i L (k). Here, the sine vector which contains the fundamental current component will be taken and compared with i L (k) to derive the reference current i re f (k). This algorithm is applicable for both single-and three-phase systems. The main disadvantage is that a precise learning rate γ value is required by the algorithm to perform efficiently, normally obtained via a heuristic approach.
In the context of time-domain approaches, the modifications are mainly implemented to overcome the time delays exhibited by numerical filters. For the SRF algorithm, the modifications which have been implemented include replacement of LPFs with sliding window Fourier analysis (SWFA) which is renamed as dq with Fourier (dqF) [34, 35] , replacement of LPFs with wavelet approach [36] , and simplification of overall control structure which is renamed as simplified SRF (SSRF) [17] . The work Energies 2017, 10, 2038 9 of 29 on both dqF and the wavelet algorithms are limited only to simulation study. Meanwhile, the work on SSRF is proven to work effectively in both simulation and practical environments and has achieved a significant performance improvement in both steady-state and dynamic environments. On the other hand, for pq theory algorithms, the reported modifications include integration of a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [21] , replacement of LPFs with sliding window Fourier analysis (SWFA) which is renamed as pq with Fourier (pqF) [37] , and replacement of LPFs with an averaging algorithm which is renamed as enhanced pq theory [1] . The modifications that works on pq theory algorithms focus more on simulation studies but these studies provide a comprehensive analysis of both steady-state and dynamic environments.
Another modification work is on the ANN algorithm. From the modified ANN as shown in Figure 5 , further changes have been implemented and even the control structure has been simplified. The algorithm is named as fundamental active current (FAC) ANN [22] . As compared to the modified ANN algorithm, the FAC ANN algorithm is reported to provide better performance in both steady-state and dynamic environments. However, the algorithm is only reported for single-phase systems and its main disadvantage of requiring a precise learning rate has not been addressed.
DC-Link Capacitor Voltage Regulation Algorithm
Another important control stage of a SAPF's control system is to ensure constant voltage at DC side of the power converter via a DC-link capacitor voltage regulation process. Generally, DC-link capacitor voltage regulation is related to a voltage source inverter-based SAPF configuration where a DC capacitor is usually installed for energy storage. The voltage should remain constant in an ideal case, with no real power exchange between the SAPF and the AC network. However, this condition is not possible in practical environments due to power losses in the power converter as a result of conduction and switching activities. Therefore, DC-link capacitor voltage regulation is crucial in maintaining a constant voltage across the DC-link capacitor, and it must be maintained at a level which is high enough so that the SAPF is able to precisely inject the desired injection current i inj back into the harmonic-polluted power system.
Basically, DC-link capacitor voltage is regulated by controlling the real power drawn by the SAPF throughout its switching operation. The voltage regulation process is said to have accomplished when the real power drawn by the SAPF is made equal to its switching losses. Therefore, in order to constantly the maintain proper function of SAPFs, the magnitude of the generated reference current i re f must be suitably adjusted by manipulating the magnitude I dc of a control variable known as instantaneous DC-link charging current signal i dc (cf. Figure 1 ), so that a precise amount of real power can be drawn by the SAPF to compensate its potential losses. To date, various DC-link capacitor voltage regulation algorithms have been reported in the literature and their performances have been explored. They can generally be classified as direct voltage error manipulation [38] [39] [40] and self-charging [20, 41, 42 ]-based approaches. Nevertheless, other modified versions of the aforementioned approaches are also available [2, 41] .
Direct Voltage Error Manipulation Approach
Conventionally, the overall DC-link voltage is regulated via a direct voltage error manipulation approach where the difference (voltage error E(k)) between overall DC-link voltage signal V dc and its desired reference voltage V dc, re f is directly manipulated by either a proportional-integral (PI) controller [40, 43, 44] or a fuzzy logic controller (FLC) [38, 39, 45] as shown in Figure 6 , to produce an estimated output I dc which is assumed to be the main control signal for regulating the DC-link voltage. Note that k is the sampling rate. Owing to the weaknesses of the PI technique, the FLC technique was introduced. There are basically four processes in FLC operation, which starts with fuzzification, followed by fuzzy rule base and inference interpretation, and ends with defuzzification. In fuzzification stage, the numerical voltage error ( ) and change of error ( ) variables are converted into their corresponding linguistic representations, based on their respective fuzzy membership functions. Note that is the sampling rate. The shape of fuzzy membership functions can be in the form of triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, bell-shaped and sigmoidal functions [51, 52] . Nevertheless, the most commonly applied membership functions are the combination of triangular and trapezoidal functions as they are famous for their simple implementation features and minimal computational efforts [45, 50] . All input conditions will be processed by fuzzy inference mechanism to generate the most appropriate fuzzified output according to the designed fuzzy rule base table which composes a collection of simple linguistic "If A and B, Then C" rules. The most commonly applied inference mechanism is known as Mamdani-style inference mechanism [41, 53, 54] as it requires less complex computational process [49] . The generated fuzzified output is converted back to its corresponding numerical magnitude via defuzzification process. Most FLC systems use the famous centre of area (COA) or centroid defuzzification method [41, 53, 54] as they provide a good average feature in determining the best output result.
By incorporating the advantages of FLC, the performance of a SAPFs in terms of overall DC-link voltage regulation have been significantly improved [38, 47, 48] . FLC is famous for its superior adaptability, robustness, speed and accuracy. As a result, it is able to perform effectively with imprecise inputs, handle nonlinear system with parameter variations, and is possible to be designed without knowing the exact mathematical model of the system [38, 39, 41] , thereby overcoming the limitations of the PI technique. However, in the context of overall DC-link voltage regulation, the existing employed FLC techniques are mostly implemented with a high number of 7 × 7 fuzzy membership functions and 49 control rules [45, 46, 55] , thereby imposing a great computational burden on the controller. Lower numbers of fuzzy membership functions and control rules have never been considered as they are reported to be incapable of constantly maintaining the overall DClink voltage at the desired level [39] . The PI technique (cf. Figure 6a ) is more widely used due to its simple implementation features. The overall DC-link voltage can be regulated just by applying fixed values of proportional gain K p and integral gain K i . However, due to the use of fixed gain values, the PI technique is unable to work satisfactory under dynamic-state conditions. As a result, it performs with high overshoot [38, 40, 46] and large time delay [38, 47, 48] under dynamic-state conditions. This greatly degrades the effectiveness of SAPFs in mitigating harmonic currents. Besides, PI controller design requires a precise linear mathematical model which is difficult to obtain in nonlinear and time-varying systems [38, 49, 50] and thus the tuning procedure for the determination of optimal gain values can be very time-consuming [49] . Therefore, it is not worthwhile to allocate such a long time just to obtain a fixed gain value.
Owing to the weaknesses of the PI technique, the FLC technique was introduced. There are basically four processes in FLC operation, which starts with fuzzification, followed by fuzzy rule base and inference interpretation, and ends with defuzzification. In fuzzification stage, the numerical voltage error E(k) and change of error CE(k) variables are converted into their corresponding linguistic representations, based on their respective fuzzy membership functions. Note that k is the sampling rate. The shape of fuzzy membership functions can be in the form of triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, bell-shaped and sigmoidal functions [51, 52] . Nevertheless, the most commonly applied membership functions are the combination of triangular and trapezoidal functions as they are famous for their simple implementation features and minimal computational efforts [45, 50] .
All input conditions will be processed by fuzzy inference mechanism to generate the most appropriate fuzzified I dc output according to the designed fuzzy rule base table which composes a collection of simple linguistic "If A and B, Then C" rules. The most commonly applied inference mechanism is known as Mamdani-style inference mechanism [41, 53, 54] as it requires less complex computational process [49] . The generated fuzzified I dc output is converted back to its corresponding numerical magnitude via defuzzification process. Most FLC systems use the famous centre of area (COA) or centroid defuzzification method [41, 53, 54] as they provide a good average feature in determining the best output result.
By incorporating the advantages of FLC, the performance of a SAPFs in terms of overall DC-link voltage regulation have been significantly improved [38, 47, 48] . FLC is famous for its superior adaptability, robustness, speed and accuracy. As a result, it is able to perform effectively with imprecise inputs, handle nonlinear system with parameter variations, and is possible to be designed without knowing the exact mathematical model of the system [38, 39, 41] , thereby overcoming the limitations of the PI technique. However, in the context of overall DC-link voltage regulation, the existing employed FLC techniques are mostly implemented with a high number of 7 × 7 fuzzy membership functions and 49 control rules [45, 46, 55] , thereby imposing a great computational burden on the controller. Lower numbers of fuzzy membership functions and control rules have never been considered as they are reported to be incapable of constantly maintaining the overall DC-link voltage at the desired level [39] .
Self-Charging Technique
Another alternative in regulating the overall DC-link voltage is by using the self-charging technique [20, 41, 42] . In contrast to the existing direct voltage error manipulation approach which operates based on estimation of a control signal, the DC-link capacitor voltage regulation algorithm based on self-charging technique applies the law of energy conservation to control the charging and discharging of the DC-link capacitor. Similar to the direct voltage error manipulation approach, the self-charging technique is also available in two forms, namely self-charging with PI [20, 56] and FLC [41, 57] techniques, as shown in Figure 7 . The PI and FLC controllers are used to directly manipulate the voltage error which is then being applied in deriving the required control signal I dc according to the following approach [56] :
where C is the capacitance value of DC-link capacitor, V s is the amplitude of source voltage and T is the period of operating power system. Another alternative in regulating the overall DC-link voltage is by using the self-charging technique [20, 41, 42] . In contrast to the existing direct voltage error manipulation approach which operates based on estimation of a control signal, the DC-link capacitor voltage regulation algorithm based on self-charging technique applies the law of energy conservation to control the charging and discharging of the DC-link capacitor. Similar to the direct voltage error manipulation approach, the self-charging technique is also available in two forms, namely self-charging with PI [20, 56] and FLC [41, 57] techniques, as shown in Figure 7 . The PI and FLC controllers are used to directly manipulate the voltage error which is then being applied in deriving the required control signal according to the following approach [56] :
where is the capacitance value of DC-link capacitor, is the amplitude of source voltage and is the period of operating power system. The self-charging technique is reported in [41] to perform better in terms of accuracy as compared to the direct voltage error manipulation approach which estimates the required . However, this technique is only found to be applied in SAPFs that adopt ANN-based harmonic extraction algorithms [20, 41, 56] . Hence, further studies can must still be conducted to investigate its suitability with other type of harmonic extraction algorithms.
Other Approaches
Other control techniques for regulating DC-link capacitor voltage exist [2, 41] . They add new control features to the aforementioned techniques, providing better dynamic performance over their predecessors. The added feature which is either step-size error cancellation [41] to the conventional The self-charging technique is reported in [41] to perform better in terms of accuracy as compared to the direct voltage error manipulation approach which estimates the required I dc . However, this technique is only found to be applied in SAPFs that adopt ANN-based harmonic extraction algorithms [20, 41, 56] . Hence, further studies can must still be conducted to investigate its suitability with other type of harmonic extraction algorithms.
Other control techniques for regulating DC-link capacitor voltage exist [2, 41] . They add new control features to the aforementioned techniques, providing better dynamic performance over their predecessors. The added feature which is either step-size error cancellation [41] to the conventional self-charging technique or inverted error deviation [2] to the conventional direct voltage manipulation approach, is to provide control flexibility in cancelling any change of voltage error in terms of over-voltage (overshoot) and under-voltage (undershoot) during dynamic conditions. In contrast to their predecessors that control the voltage error directly, these modified techniques control the resulted voltage error indirectly via an alternative path by using a FLC controller. The modified techniques are designed to operate only when overshoot and undershoot occurs during operation of a SAPF. Theoretically, if the voltage error experience any overshoot or undershoot, the modified techniques will cancel out the overshoot and undershoot, and reduce them to zero. Hence, this does not affect the normal operation of the SAPF during steady-state conditions. It is revealed in [2, 41] that this modification contributes to fast dynamic response and it improves the mitigation performance of SAPFs. It is worth noting that step size error cancellation technique is only reported to work with ANN-based harmonic extraction algorithms in single-phase systems while the inverted error deviation technique is only reported to work with SRF-based harmonic extraction algorithms in a three-phase balanced systems. The idea of indirect voltage error manipulation approach is still new and requires further studies to really confirm its suitability and compatibility with other control techniques.
Current Control Algorithm
The final control stage of SAPF's control system is the generation of switching pulses by means of the current control (switching) algorithm to ensure proper switching of power switching devices, so that the desired reference current signal i re f can be reproduced as the injection current i inj for harmonics mitigation. Basically, the current control algorithm performs by tracking and comparing a feedback controlled current (either i S or i inj ) to a specific reference current signal i re f (provided by harmonic extraction algorithm). Concurrently, i dc (delivered by DC-link capacitor voltage regulation algorithm) is taken to adjust the magnitude of i re f accordingly, so that appropriate real power can be drawn by the SAPF to regulate its potential losses. All existing current control algorithms can be grouped into two major operation schemes known as direct current control (DCC) and indirect current control (ICC) schemes. Meanwhile, the most widely applied current control algorithm includes pulse-width modulation (PWM), space vector pulse-width modulation (SVPWM), hysteresis, and predictive or deadbeat algorithms [58] [59] [60] .
Direct and Indirect Current Control of SAPF
According to the direct current control (DCC) scheme, the desired injection current i inj for harmonics mitigation can directly be regulated using a current control algorithm. The conceptual model of a current control algorithm based on DCC scheme is shown in Figure 8 . A typical DCC-based algorithm operates based on a comparison of the measured injection current signal i inj with its non-sinusoidal reference current i re f , inj counterpart, and the resulting current error e C is minimized so that the injection current i inj can directly be reproduced by the SAPF according to the characteristic of i re f , inj . Note that the reference current i re f in this case is relabeled as i re f , inj to indicate that the generated reference current is a non-sinusoidal reference current with the characteristic of harmonic current i H . On the other hand, indirect current control (ICC) schemes involve the control of the source current of an operating power system to indirectly regulate the desired injection current . The conceptual model of a current control algorithm based on the ICC scheme is shown in Figure 9 . A typical ICC-based algorithm operates based on a comparison of the measured source current signal with its sinusoidal reference current , counterpart, and the resulting current error is minimized so that the actual source current can directly be regulated according to the characteristics of , . Note that the reference current in this case is relabeled as , to indicate On the other hand, indirect current control (ICC) schemes involve the control of the source current i S of an operating power system to indirectly regulate the desired injection current i inj . The conceptual model of a current control algorithm based on the ICC scheme is shown in Figure 9 . A typical ICC-based algorithm operates based on a comparison of the measured source current signal i S with its sinusoidal reference current i re f , S counterpart, and the resulting current error e C is minimized so that the actual source current i S can directly be regulated according to the characteristics of i re f , S . Note that the reference current i re f in this case is relabeled as i re f , S to indicate that the generated reference current is a sinusoidal reference current with the characteristic of fundamental current i f und . At the same time, the desired injection current i inj will be formed according to the nature of i re f , inj while the source current i S is being regulated. Hence, according to ICC scheme, the desired injection current i inj for harmonics mitigation is said to be indirectly regulated by the current control algorithm. that the generated reference current is a sinusoidal reference current with the characteristic of fundamental current . At the same time, the desired injection current will be formed according to the nature of , while the source current is being regulated. Hence, according to ICC scheme, the desired injection current for harmonics mitigation is said to be indirectly regulated by the current control algorithm. In the context of SAPF implementation, the ICC scheme is more preferable than the DCC scheme. In comparison with the DCC scheme, the ICC scheme has a simpler control structure which involves lower number of calculations [61] [62] [63] , and it can be implemented with lower number of sensors [62, 64] , thereby effectively reducing the system requirements for practical implementation. Most importantly, the ICC scheme is reported to solve the inherent switching ripples problems in SAPFs [61, 62] . Based on previous literature [6, 63] , the switching activities of SAPFs are reported to produce switching ripples in the source current, which undoubtedly degrades the THD performance of the mitigated source current. The DCC scheme, which operates based on injection current measurement does not possess accurate information on the shape of the actual source current. Therefore, even if the source current is polluted by switching ripples, the DCC scheme will not be able to mitigate the ripples due to a lack of exact information. As a result, a mitigated source current of higher THD value is produced. In contrast, the ICC scheme which operates based on actual source current measurements possesses exact information on the characteristic of the actual source current. Therefore, it is free from switching ripples problems and thus results in a mitigated source current of lower THD value.
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM)
The pulse-width modulation (PWM) algorithm is performed by filtering the current error with a PI controller and producing a reference sinusoidal modulating signal which is then utilized by a standard pulse-width modulator to further generate switching pulses with varying duty-cycle. Figure 10 shows a typical current controller with PWM generator. Since the algorithm applies a sinusoidal modulating waveform in its operation, hence the algorithm is given the name sinusoidal PWM algorithm. It is the most commonly applied algorithm for controlling VSI-based SAPFs [65, 66] . The duty-cycle of each switching pulse varies proportionally to the amplitude of the reference modulating signal. Therefore, by switching according to the reference current signal, the SAPF is able to reproduce the reference current signal as the desired injection current for harmonics mitigation. Furthermore, a modified PWM algorithm [67] is also introduced and has successfully improved the mitigation performance of single-phase SAPFs. The algorithm is designed with a switching frequency of 5 kHz and requires a much smaller size output LC filter. Besides, as compared to the sinusoidal In the context of SAPF implementation, the ICC scheme is more preferable than the DCC scheme. In comparison with the DCC scheme, the ICC scheme has a simpler control structure which involves lower number of calculations [61] [62] [63] , and it can be implemented with lower number of sensors [62, 64] , thereby effectively reducing the system requirements for practical implementation. Most importantly, the ICC scheme is reported to solve the inherent switching ripples problems in SAPFs [61, 62] . Based on previous literature [6, 63] , the switching activities of SAPFs are reported to produce switching ripples in the source current, which undoubtedly degrades the THD performance of the mitigated source current. The DCC scheme, which operates based on injection current measurement does not possess accurate information on the shape of the actual source current. Therefore, even if the source current is polluted by switching ripples, the DCC scheme will not be able to mitigate the ripples due to a lack of exact information. As a result, a mitigated source current of higher THD value is produced. In contrast, the ICC scheme which operates based on actual source current measurements possesses exact information on the characteristic of the actual source current. Therefore, it is free from switching ripples problems and thus results in a mitigated source current of lower THD value.
The pulse-width modulation (PWM) algorithm is performed by filtering the current error e C with a PI controller and producing a reference sinusoidal modulating signal which is then utilized by a standard pulse-width modulator to further generate switching pulses with varying duty-cycle. Figure 10 shows a typical current controller with PWM generator. Since the algorithm applies a sinusoidal modulating waveform in its operation, hence the algorithm is given the name sinusoidal PWM algorithm. It is the most commonly applied algorithm for controlling VSI-based SAPFs [65, 66] . The duty-cycle of each switching pulse varies proportionally to the amplitude of the reference modulating signal. Therefore, by switching according to the reference current signal, the SAPF is able to reproduce the reference current signal as the desired injection current for harmonics mitigation. Furthermore, a modified PWM algorithm [67] is also introduced and has successfully improved the mitigation performance of single-phase SAPFs. The algorithm is designed with a switching frequency of 5 kHz and requires a much smaller size output LC filter. Besides, as compared to the sinusoidal PWM algorithm, it shows a better ability in suppressing odd multiples of harmonics that are close to the switching frequency. Another popular PWM algorithm known as space vector PWM (SVPWM) is also commonly applied in SAPF applications [68] . The SVPWM algorithm is applied by suitably selecting and executing the switching states of an inverter for a particular conduction time [58, 60, 69] . It is the most preferred real time modulation technique and is most widely applied for controlling neutral-point diode clamped (NPC) multilevel inverters (not limited to SAPF applications) [27, 59, 68] . Nevertheless, the SVPWM algorithm is also reported for controlling standard two-level VSI [69] . In fact, SVPWM for multilevel inverters is actually modified and expanded from a two-level SVPWM algorithm [58, 70] . It is well known for its control flexibility and expandable nature where unique switching sequences can be designed to suit the characteristic of different inverter topologies, including multilevel inverters with higher switching states. Moreover, it provides additional advantages of superior harmonic quality, larger linear modulation range and can achieve 15% higher DC voltage utilization as compared to the aforementioned sinusoidal PWM algorithm [59, 68, 70] . However, the working principle of the SVPWM algorithm is not so straightforward as compared to the sinusoidal PWM algorithm due to the complex design and calculation procedures in generating the desired reference space vector modulating signal [59, 69] . Figure 11 shows an example of current controller developed based on space vector modulation (SVM) technique. 
Hysteresis Current Control
Hysteresis algorithms [20, 73] are well known for their simple implementation features. They operate by comparing the resulted current error with a hysteresis band. In the hysteresis algorithm, the current error is positioned in between two fixed hysteresis bands. When the error exceeds either the upper or lower hysteresis limit, an appropriate switching command will be sent to the power switches, to limit the error within the preset band so as to produce the desired reference current. This Another popular PWM algorithm known as space vector PWM (SVPWM) is also commonly applied in SAPF applications [68] . The SVPWM algorithm is applied by suitably selecting and executing the switching states of an inverter for a particular conduction time [58, 60, 69] . It is the most preferred real time modulation technique and is most widely applied for controlling neutral-point diode clamped (NPC) multilevel inverters (not limited to SAPF applications) [27, 59, 68] . Nevertheless, the SVPWM algorithm is also reported for controlling standard two-level VSI [69] . In fact, SVPWM for multilevel inverters is actually modified and expanded from a two-level SVPWM algorithm [58, 70] . It is well known for its control flexibility and expandable nature where unique switching sequences can be designed to suit the characteristic of different inverter topologies, including multilevel inverters with higher switching states. Moreover, it provides additional advantages of superior harmonic quality, larger linear modulation range and can achieve 15% higher DC voltage utilization as compared to the aforementioned sinusoidal PWM algorithm [59, 68, 70] . However, the working principle of the SVPWM algorithm is not so straightforward as compared to the sinusoidal PWM algorithm due to the complex design and calculation procedures in generating the desired reference space vector modulating signal [59, 69] . Figure 11 shows an example of current controller developed based on space vector modulation (SVM) technique. Another popular PWM algorithm known as space vector PWM (SVPWM) is also commonly applied in SAPF applications [68] . The SVPWM algorithm is applied by suitably selecting and executing the switching states of an inverter for a particular conduction time [58, 60, 69] . It is the most preferred real time modulation technique and is most widely applied for controlling neutral-point diode clamped (NPC) multilevel inverters (not limited to SAPF applications) [27, 59, 68] . Nevertheless, the SVPWM algorithm is also reported for controlling standard two-level VSI [69] . In fact, SVPWM for multilevel inverters is actually modified and expanded from a two-level SVPWM algorithm [58, 70] . It is well known for its control flexibility and expandable nature where unique switching sequences can be designed to suit the characteristic of different inverter topologies, including multilevel inverters with higher switching states. Moreover, it provides additional advantages of superior harmonic quality, larger linear modulation range and can achieve 15% higher DC voltage utilization as compared to the aforementioned sinusoidal PWM algorithm [59, 68, 70] . However, the working principle of the SVPWM algorithm is not so straightforward as compared to the sinusoidal PWM algorithm due to the complex design and calculation procedures in generating the desired reference space vector modulating signal [59, 69] . Figure 11 shows an example of current controller developed based on space vector modulation (SVM) technique. 
Hysteresis algorithms [20, 73] are well known for their simple implementation features. They operate by comparing the resulted current error with a hysteresis band. In the hysteresis algorithm, the current error is positioned in between two fixed hysteresis bands. When the error exceeds either the upper or lower hysteresis limit, an appropriate switching command will be sent to the power 
Hysteresis algorithms [20, 73] are well known for their simple implementation features. They operate by comparing the resulted current error with a hysteresis band. In the hysteresis algorithm, the current error is positioned in between two fixed hysteresis bands. When the error exceeds either the upper or lower hysteresis limit, an appropriate switching command will be sent to the power switches, to limit the error within the preset band so as to produce the desired reference current. This provides quick current control ability with high accuracy and does not require any information on system parameters [46, 74] . However, fixed-band hysteresis algorithms suffer from high switching frequency variations which cause audible noise and increased switching losses [75, 76] . In order to avoid this situation, adaptive-band hysteresis algorithms [46, 73, 75] with variable hysteresis bands have been proposed. The hysteresis band varies according to the desired reference current to provide the SAPF with a fixed switching frequency [75, 77] . However, this is very sensitive to system parameters [76] , and the calculation for the adaptive-band increases the complexity of the algorithm.
Predictive Control
Predictive or deadbeat algorithms [78] [79] [80] [81] are used to predict the future behaviour of controlled currents based on the system model, past inputs and outputs, and present inputs and outputs. Theoretically, they operate by predicting a voltage command for a VSI based on the behaviour of the reference current, measured supply current and supply voltage, which causes the output current to reach the desired reference target by the end of the sample period [82, 83] . However, knowledge of the system must be acquired so that prediction can be made to accurately model next-reference current generation. Moreover, a sample time delay is imposed during the prediction process of reference current [82] , thereby reducing accuracy of the mitigation process. Note that, this approach normally works together with a PWM generator for generating switching pulses.
Synchronizer Algorithm
Other than the aforementioned algorithms, synchronizer algorithms also play an important role in controlling the operation of SAPFs. As stated in Section 2, a synchronizer is needed to ensure in phase operation of the SAPF with the operating power system. In addition, it is also needed to provide synchronization angle for phase conversion process (Park transformation) of SRF-based harmonic extraction algorithms, as mentioned in Section 3.1.1. The existing techniques include phase-locked loops (PLLs) [19, 23] , zero-crossing detectors (ZCDs) [33, 84] , and ANN-based synchronizers [57] . SAPFs are widely known to work with balanced systems and ideal source voltages [20, 57, 85] because their main function is to mitigate harmonic currents generated by nonlinear loads. Hence, the required synchronization angle (sine and cosine functions) is commonly generated by tracking and extracting the phase of the source voltage.
SAPF Operation under Non-Ideal Source Voltage Conditions
Initially, SAPF control algorithms are meant for harmonic mitigations under ideal source voltage conditions where the source voltage is balanced and sinusoidal. However, in practical environments, the main source voltages are most likely unbalanced and/or distorted (non-sinusoidal), and this undoubtedly degrades the mitigation performance of the SAPF. To put it simply, a SAPF directly applying the aforementioned control algorithms that is subjected to unbalanced and/or distorted source voltages cannot achieve a sinusoidal source current.
The main reason for this is that the synchronization angle cannot accurately be generated when the source voltage is not balanced and sinusoidal. The conventional PLL, ZCD and ADALINE-based synchronization techniques may perform poorly and are particularly prone to errors, depending on the degree of distortion in the source voltages [13, 86] . Without an accurate synchronization angle, the generated reference current will not be accurate, and thus the operation of the SAPF cannot correctly be synchronized with the operating power system. Hence, the key to effective operation under unbalanced and/or distorted source voltage conditions is the ability to accurately track the angular position of the non-ideal source voltage and subsequently generate a reference current based on the extracted synchronization angle. Here, one can notice that synchronizer and reference generation algorithms are the two algorithms that determine the effectiveness of a SAPF under non-ideal source voltage conditions. Basically, in order to deal with unbalanced and/or distorted source voltage conditions, there are actually three existing techniques, namely the optimization algorithm [87, 88] , adaptive notch filter (ANF) [89] and self-tuning filter (STF) [13, 90, 91] . The optimization algorithm is less preferred as it suffers from a major disadvantage whereby it depends on complex iterative approaches to solve the optimization problem. Meanwhile, ANF is also not appropriate as it requires careful tuning of the damping ratio and adaptation gain in order to work appropriately. Besides, both the optimization algorithm and ANF are restricted to simulation studies only. A better alternative is by using STF. Presently, in the context of reference current generation algorithm, STF is only found to be applied in pq theory [90, 92] , SRF [93] and ANN [86] algorithms. By incorporating the advantages of STF, the existing pq theory, SRF and ANN algorithms which are initially designed to work with balanced and sinusoidal source voltage, gain the ability to operate effectively under unbalanced and distorted source voltage conditions. For the pq theory algorithm, STF has directly been integrated with the main algorithm (named as STF-pq) [13, 90, 92] . Next, for the SRF algorithm, STF has been applied to improve the ability of PLL (named as STF-PLL) [93] . Finally for the ANN algorithm, STF has been applied to enhance performance of fundamental voltage extraction algorithm which serves as a synchronizer (named as STF-based synchronizer) [86] .
STF is only dedicated for extracting the fundamental component x αβ( f und) (s) from a harmonic-polluted input x αβ (s) in αβ-domain [90] . It is worth noting that x αβ (s) can be either voltage or current signals. The fundamental component extracted from a voltage signal is for synchronization purposes, and meanwhile the fundamental component extracted from a current signal is for generating the reference current. Once the fundamental component is extracted, further derivation processes are still needed to transform the extracted fundamental component into an effective synchronization or reference current signals. Figure 12 shows the control structure of a typical STF and it operates according to the following approach:
where K is a constant gain parameter and ω c is the cutting angular frequency.
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where is a constant gain parameter and is the cutting angular frequency. For better demonstration of a SAPF's operation under non-ideal source voltage conditions, theoretical SAPF waveforms in the situation where the source voltage is polluted by harmonics and the harmonic-producing load is assumed to be a three-phase uncontrolled bridge rectifier feeding an inductive load, are illustrated in Figure 13 . From Figure 13 , it can be observed that the source voltage is non-sinusoidal due to the presence of harmonics. Besides, it also can be observed that the load current (with distorted source voltage) as shown in Figure 13 is particularly more distorted than the load current (with sinusoidal source voltage) shown Figure 2 . This shows that the distorted source voltage will actually incur additional distortion to the load current , and subsequently further complicate the mitigation process. Figure 12 . Control structure of self-tuning filter (STF) tuned at specific [13, 90] . Figure 12 . Control structure of self-tuning filter (STF) tuned at specific ω c [13, 90] .
For better demonstration of a SAPF's operation under non-ideal source voltage conditions, theoretical SAPF waveforms in the situation where the source voltage is polluted by harmonics and the harmonic-producing load is assumed to be a three-phase uncontrolled bridge rectifier feeding an inductive load, are illustrated in Figure 13 . From Figure 13 , it can be observed that the source voltage v S is non-sinusoidal due to the presence of harmonics. Besides, it also can be observed that the load current i L (with distorted source voltage) as shown in Figure 13 is particularly more distorted than the load current i L (with sinusoidal source voltage) shown Figure 2 . This shows that the distorted source voltage will actually incur additional distortion to the load current i L , and subsequently further complicate the mitigation process. 
Operation of SAPFs with Multilevel Inverters as Circuit Topology
Multilevel inverters have received tremendous attention, especially in medium and high voltage applications, due to their appealing features in providing high quality output voltage with negligible distortion, minimum harmonic contents and minimum switching losses [72, 94] . Nowadays, it is very difficult to apply a single power semiconductor switch directly to high or even medium voltage networks. Therefore, multilevel inverters which possess the capability to generate higher output voltages without depending on transformer are recognized as cost-effective solutions in higher voltage applications.
Typically, the structure of a multilevel inverter consists of an array of power semiconductor switches and DC capacitors. The unique commutation of power semiconductor switches allows the addition of capacitor voltages, producing stepwise waveform with small increasess in voltage steps to reach a higher output voltage, while the power switches withstand only reduced voltages. These unique features allow the usage of power semiconductor devices with smaller ratings, and thus reduce the implementation cost.
Therefore, other than higher voltage applications, it will be interesting to apply them at low voltage side as they allow the use of lower voltage-rated devices. Besides, despite the types of applications (low or high voltage applications), multilevel inverters possess the unique capability in generating output waveform with higher voltage level, and thus reduces harmonic distortion in the output voltage waveform. In other words, multilevel inverters are able to generate output voltages of better quality (less harmonic distortion) as compared to two-level inverters. This is an important quality of multilevel inverters which makes them ideal for SAPF applications. In fact, applications of multilevel inverters at low voltage side have been reported in [95, 96] and are proven to exhibit better performance and economical features as compared to two-level VSIs.
The term multilevel inverter starts with three-level inverters. By increasing the number of levels 
The term multilevel inverter starts with three-level inverters. By increasing the number of levels of the inverter, the output voltage will have more step voltages, forming a staircase waveform which approaches a typical sinusoidal waveform with reduced harmonic distortion. Generally, the staircase waveform is generated by dividing the overall DC-link voltage in such a way that multiple voltage sections are formed, allowing power switches in each phase to switch between multiple voltage levels, as shown in Figure 14 . For example, a two-level inverter as in Figure 14a produces two distinctive voltage levels V OM with respect to the mid-point terminal M. Meanwhile, the three-level inverter as in Figure 14b generates an output voltage with three values. Therefore, a generalized n-level inverter as in Figure 14c is able to generate an output voltage with n-values by switching among n voltage levels. However, multilevel inverters suffer from a major setback as the number of levels increases. A standard three-phase two-level inverter composes only a single DC-link capacitor and six power semiconductor switches. In order to produce an output voltage with higher levels, a tremendous increase in the amount of power semiconductor switches, DC-link capacitors, and additional of clamping elements (required in certain multilevel inverter topologies) are needed. Hence, the structures of multilevel inverters becomes more complex and costly, as the number of levels increases. In this circumstance, a more complicated controller will be needed to properly control and synchronize the activities of the power semiconductor switches. Most importantly, a higher number of levels requires substantial usage of DC-link capacitors, which undoubtedly causes a severe voltage imbalance among the DC-link capacitors and may result in overvoltage in one or more of the power switches. Nevertheless, this situation can be solved through proper switching control with the help from additional voltage balancing technique [97, 98] , or capacitor charging control circuit [99] . Furthermore, in order to limit the effects of voltage imbalance, the multilevel inverters employed in most SAPF applications are restricted to three-level inverters [27, 83, 85] . Hence, in order to simplify the discussion in this section, full attention is given to the case of three-level inverter-based SAPF. Simplified circuits representation and resulted output voltage waveforms of (a) two-level (b) three-level and (c) n-level inverters [18] However, multilevel inverters suffer from a major setback as the number of levels increases. A standard three-phase two-level inverter composes only a single DC-link capacitor and six power semiconductor switches. In order to produce an output voltage with higher levels, a tremendous increase in the amount of power semiconductor switches, DC-link capacitors, and additional of clamping elements (required in certain multilevel inverter topologies) are needed. Hence, the structures of multilevel inverters becomes more complex and costly, as the number of levels increases. In this circumstance, a more complicated controller will be needed to properly control and synchronize the activities of the power semiconductor switches. Most importantly, a higher number of levels requires substantial usage of DC-link capacitors, which undoubtedly causes a severe voltage imbalance among the DC-link capacitors and may result in overvoltage in one or more of the power switches. Nevertheless, this situation can be solved through proper switching control with the help from additional voltage balancing technique [97, 98] , or capacitor charging control circuit [99] . Furthermore, in order to limit the effects of voltage imbalance, the multilevel inverters employed in most SAPF applications are restricted to three-level inverters [27, 83, 85] . Hence, in order to simplify the discussion in this section, full attention is given to the case of three-level inverter-based SAPF.
For SAPF applications, the most attractive advantages of using multilevel inverters over a standard two-level inverter are [18] ; 1.
They produce output voltages with negligible harmonic distortion, thereby improving the mitigation performance of SAPFs. 2.
They significantly reduce voltage stresses across the power semiconductor switches, which allows the usage of lower voltage-rated semiconductor devices, and thus improves the economical features of the SAPF. 3.
They are not only suitable for low voltage applications, but also can fulfill the higher output voltage requirements which are needed for medium and high voltage applications. 4.
They are able to work with both fundamental switching frequency and high switching frequency pulse-width modulation (PWM). Note that, operating with lower switching frequency provides lower switching losses and higher efficiency.
Multilevel inverter topologies are specifically designed with their own unique features to suit the requirements of their designated applications. Besides, due to their distinctive working principles, specific control algorithms must be developed to accurately control their switching operations. Therefore, complete understanding on their characteristics must first be acquired.
Comparative Study of Multilevel Inverters
Various multilevel inverter topologies have been reported in [18, 100] , with three distinctive multilevel inverter topologies that have widely been employed for SAPFs. These include cascaded H-bridge (CHB) [83] , neutral-point diode clamped (NPC) [27, 68, 85] and flying capacitor (FC) [101] . All topologies (three-phase three-leg three-level) are depicted in Figure 15 , and meanwhile their respective characteristics are compared and summarized in Table 1 . 2. They significantly reduce voltage stresses across the power semiconductor switches, which allows the usage of lower voltage-rated semiconductor devices, and thus improves the economical features of the SAPF. 3. They are not only suitable for low voltage applications, but also can fulfill the higher output voltage requirements which are needed for medium and high voltage applications. 4. They are able to work with both fundamental switching frequency and high switching frequency pulse-width modulation (PWM). Note that, operating with lower switching frequency provides lower switching losses and higher efficiency.
Various multilevel inverter topologies have been reported in [18, 100] , with three distinctive multilevel inverter topologies that have widely been employed for SAPFs. These include cascaded H-bridge (CHB) [83] , neutral-point diode clamped (NPC) [27, 68, 85] and flying capacitor (FC) [101] . All topologies (three-phase three-leg three-level) are depicted in Figure 15 , and meanwhile their respective characteristics are compared and summarized in Table 1 .
The selection of multilevel inverter topology is directly linked to the type of applications and imposed design constraints. Therefore, in order to achieve minimum losses, size and development costs, complexity of inverter topology and the corresponding required control strategies are the most important specifications to be considered. Based on Figure 15 and Table 1 , it is clear that all multilevel inverters topologies, i.e., CHB, NPC and FC, require an equal amount of power switches. However, they differ in terms of DC-link capacitors and clamping elements. For applications which allow usage of a single DC supply, despite having a large number of clamping elements which increases the overall size and complexity, NPC and FC topologies are considered as a better choice compared to the CHB topology. However, the NPC topology is more The selection of multilevel inverter topology is directly linked to the type of applications and imposed design constraints. Therefore, in order to achieve minimum losses, size and development costs, complexity of inverter topology and the corresponding required control strategies are the most important specifications to be considered. Based on Figure 15 and Table 1 , it is clear that all multilevel inverters topologies, i.e., CHB, NPC and FC, require an equal amount of power switches. However, they differ in terms of DC-link capacitors and clamping elements.
For applications which allow usage of a single DC supply, despite having a large number of clamping elements which increases the overall size and complexity, NPC and FC topologies are considered as a better choice compared to the CHB topology. However, the NPC topology is more preferred as compared to that of the FC topology since employing clamping diodes is less expensive and less bulky compared to the usage of large numbers of capacitors in the FC topology.
From another point of view, when multiple DC supplies are available, the CHB topology is definitely the best alternative as its structure is the simplest among all three topologies, where it requires the least amount of components to reach the same number of output voltage levels. Besides, the CHB topology is easier to implement due to its modularized structure where each modular full-bridge structure is identical to each other.
On the other hand, if the design focus is on minimizing voltage imbalance problems and controller simplicity, the NPC topology is considered the most reasonable solution since it requires the least amount of capacitors to perform as compared to the other topologies. Although the CHB topology offers the best advantages in term of structure simplicity, it requires high numbers of separate DC-link capacitors for electrical power conversion, thereby causing serious voltage imbalance problems. Meanwhile, the FC topology requires the highest amount of components. Besides power switches, it requires additional capacitors for both DC-link energy storage and clamping purposes. This leads to complicated voltage control as maintaining a large amount of capacitors at the same level is very complex and difficult. The controlling efforts further toughen in actual system implementation due to unequal conducting and switching losses produced by power switches. Therefore, the FC topology is rarely employed when the target is to reduce voltage balancing complexity of DC-link capacitors and to achieve controller simplicity.
According to similar works in [27, 68, 85] , three-level NPC inverters are still the most predominant circuit topology for multilevel inverter-based SAPFs. It is because they require minimum usage of DC capacitors which reduces the overall physical size and voltage imbalance problems. Nevertheless, despite the types of multilevel inverters employed, the mitigation performance of SAPFs is strictly dependent on how accurately and how quickly their control system works. Therefore, complete understanding on its operation is compulsory, so that the most suitable control algorithms can be developed to efficiently control its operation. The next subtopic discusses on control algorithms of multilevel-inverter based SAPF, focusing on current control algorithm with voltage balancing features. The current control algorithms are described for three-level NPC inverter-based SAPFs as the more general situation. However, current control algorithms available for other multilevel inverter topologies are also described.
Control Algorithms of Multilevel Inverter-Based SAPF
Basically, the control strategies applied in multilevel inverter-based SAPF are similar to that applied in a SAPF which utilizes a standard two-level voltage source inverter (VSI) where they both operate based on three consecutive control processes starting from harmonic extraction/reference current generation followed by DC-link capacitor voltage regulation and end with current control.
However, due to higher usage of switching devices in multilevel inverters, the current control algorithm needs to be modified and expanded so that it is able to provide additional switching signals to control operation of the increasing switches. Moreover, due to increasing usage of DC-link capacitors (refer Table 1 ), additional voltage balancing control technique must be incorporated into the current control algorithm so that it is able to maintain voltage balance across all the DC-link capacitors without affecting the normal operation of SAPF. The balance of DC-link capacitor voltages is an important quality of every multilevel inverter-based SAPF, which is needed to produce a balanced injection current for effective harmonics mitigation. Moreover, if the DC-link capacitor voltages are unbalanced, there is a high risk of premature switches failure due to over-stresses, and further increment to the THD value [106] .
Therefore, the key to applying multilevel inverter in SAPF applications is to first solve the inherent voltage imbalance problems of multilevel inverters by using a current control algorithm with voltage balancing capability. The three current control algorithms as discussed in Section 3.3 for standard two-level inverters are also reported for multilevel inverters, where they have been expanded and are specifically designed with the ability to solve the inherent voltage imbalance problems of multilevel inverters.
The most commonly applied current control algorithm for controlling multilevel inverter is SVPWM algorithm. As described in Section 3.3.2, it is basically due to its flexible nature in switching sequences design which can suit multilevel inverters of different topologies and switching operations. Nevertheless, the SVPWM algorithm is most reported for controlling three-level NPC inverter [27, 59, 68] . In the context of three-level NPC inverters, their inherent DC-link capacitor voltage imbalance problems are basically due to deviation of neutral-point voltage at neutral-point Z (refer Figure 15b) . Hence, in the case of NPC inverters, voltage balancing control technique also can be referred as neutral-point voltage deviation control.
In order to effectively design SVPWM algorithm, complete understanding on the characteristic of three-level NPC inverter must first be acquired. According to Figure 15b , it is clear that each phase-leg of a typical three-phase three-level NPC inverter composes four switches. The operation of the switches involves three kinds of switching states N, O, and P as summarized in Table 2 . A total of 27 switching states are required to completely represent its switching operation and can be combined as space vectors. For better understanding the characteristics of the SVPWM algorithm, the defined space vectors are usually presented in the form of a space vector diagram (a hexagon consisting of six major sectors) as shown in Figure 16 It is important to note that small vectors have two kinds of switching states (N-type and P-type) and meanwhile zero vectors which are located at the center of the hexagon have all three kinds of switching states.
three nearest consecutive vectors. Additionally, Regions 1 and 2 of each sector are further divided into two sub-regions (a and b), making a total of six regions as shown in Figure 16b . The idea is to achieve a symmetrical switching operation by equally distributing the dwell time (conduction time) [107, 111] between N-type and P-type switching patterns of small vectors over a sampling period .
By switching symmetrically, the inflow and outflow of current at neutral-point are made equal and thus naturally achieving balance of DC-link capacitor voltages via minimization of neutral-point voltage deviation. However, by depending on SVPWM which operates based on fixed dwell time allocation (DTA) technique alone is not good enough to completely solve the severe neutral-point voltage deviation problems of NPC inverter, especially when it operates as SAPF. Moreover, in practical situation, fixed dwell time allocation approach is not able to handle system variations resulting from dissimilar characteristic of switching devices, imbalance of splitting DC-link capacitors due to fabrication tolerances, and voltage variation across the splitting DC-link capacitors during dynamic-state conditions, which may further worsen the voltage deviation [108] . Further improvements have been proposed where the redundant small vectors in switching sequence are rearranged to suit different DC-link capacitor voltage imbalance conditions [112] [113] [114] . The voltage deviation at the neutral-point of NPC inverter is reduced by appropriately selecting the redundant small vectors to counter the effect of both medium vectors and system variation in practical situation. However, rearrangement of switching sequences requires huge efforts especially for three-level inverters which possess high number of switching states.
A better alternative is proposed in [72, 106, 111] where the dwell time of N-type and P-type small vectors are adjusted in response to imbalance of DC-link capacitor voltage. The proposed method can be referred as an adaptive DTA technique, and it is effective against various types of voltage imbalance conditions and does not require any complex switching sequence design. However, it is It has been widely reported in the literature [60, 108, 109] that voltage deviations at the neutral-point Z of a NPC inverter are mainly caused by unequal operation of small and medium vectors. Therefore, in order to minimize the deviation, SVPWM algorithms are mostly designed based on Nearest Three Vectors (NTV) principle [58, 107, 110] Figure 16b . The idea is to achieve a symmetrical switching operation by equally distributing the dwell time (conduction time) [107, 111] between N-type and P-type switching patterns of small vectors over a sampling period T s .
By switching symmetrically, the inflow and outflow of current at neutral-point Z are made equal and thus naturally achieving balance of DC-link capacitor voltages via minimization of neutral-point voltage deviation. However, by depending on SVPWM which operates based on fixed dwell time allocation (DTA) technique alone is not good enough to completely solve the severe neutral-point voltage deviation problems of NPC inverter, especially when it operates as SAPF. Moreover, in practical situation, fixed dwell time allocation approach is not able to handle system variations resulting from dissimilar characteristic of switching devices, imbalance of splitting DC-link capacitors due to fabrication tolerances, and voltage variation across the splitting DC-link capacitors during dynamic-state conditions, which may further worsen the voltage deviation [108] .
Further improvements have been proposed where the redundant small vectors in switching sequence are rearranged to suit different DC-link capacitor voltage imbalance conditions [112] [113] [114] . The voltage deviation at the neutral-point of NPC inverter is reduced by appropriately selecting the redundant small vectors to counter the effect of both medium vectors and system variation in A better alternative is proposed in [72, 106, 111] where the dwell time of N-type and P-type small vectors are adjusted in response to imbalance of DC-link capacitor voltage. The proposed method can be referred as an adaptive DTA technique, and it is effective against various types of voltage imbalance conditions and does not require any complex switching sequence design. However, it is difficult to precisely determine the amount of time adjustment needed to accurately represent the degree of voltage imbalance. In most solutions, the time adjustment value is predicted using a complex mathematical analysis, thus intensifying the computational burden of the designed controller. The most recent approach is by using fuzzy-based dwell time allocation (FDTA) [71] . It is basically an improved version of the adaptive DTA technique. Here, instead of using complex mathematical analysis, a fuzzy logic controller is applied to systematically evaluate different voltage imbalance conditions and predict the time adjustment value.
Next, in the context of hysteresis algorithm, the voltage balancing technique applied is very straightforward. As reported in [85] , for SAPF applications based on three-level NPC inverters, a proportional-integral (PI) controller is used to manipulate the voltage error between the two splitting DC-link capacitors and generate a correction current signal to manage their charging and discharging processes. Another voltage balancing technique under hysteresis algorithm is reported in [105] . The voltage balancing technique is developed for a five-level FC inverter. In this technique, each voltage error between the actual flying capacitor voltages and their corresponding reference values is passed through a zero-band comparator individually. The comparator will judge the characteristic of the voltage error resulting from each flying capacitor and formulate an action to minimize the voltage error.
Lastly, under predictive current control operation, a voltage balancing technique has been reported in [83] for a five-level CHB inverter. The voltage balancing technique applied is based on the power balance between the real source power and real load power plus inverter losses. A PI controller is used to control the voltage error between individual capacitor voltage and its corresponding reference value, and produce an output which is proportional to the instantaneous changes in power balance. Based on this output value, the predictive current control will generate a corresponding reference current to control operation of the inverter, and thus re-attaining the power balance.
Nevertheless, in order to effectively develop a multilevel inverter-based SAPF, other than having a comprehensive current control algorithm to manage its high switching states and concurrently deal with its voltage imbalance problems, it is also important to ensure the best performance of DC-link voltage regulation and harmonics extraction algorithms as they are parts of a SAPF's control system that determine effectiveness of the SAPF in harmonics mitigation.
Conclusions
SAPF is the most preferred and effective solution to current harmonic problems. Other than providing superior mitigation performance and high flexibility in handling dynamic system conditions, its development is also spurred by the availability of suitable power semiconductor switching devices and powerful controller at affordable prices. This manuscript has thoroughly compared and discussed various types of existing control algorithms for SAPF. The main aim of this review is to provide a complete overview on the working principle of SAPF and its control algorithms, such that readers can grasp the basics of SAPF and at the same time compare and evaluate various control algorithms in a subjective fashion and eventually gain inspiration for further researches on this subject. The control algorithms of SAPF can be categorized into three distinct groups according to their respective purposes namely harmonic extraction, DC-link capacitor voltage regulation and current control algorithms. For harmonic extraction, there are implementation advantages of some techniques over the others, but all of them can perform effectively if the source voltage is balanced and sinusoidal. However, in practical environments, distortion and unbalance of the source voltage will make the performance of most of the harmonic extraction algorithms (in unmodified form) unacceptable. The key to effectiveness under non-ideal source voltage conditions is the ability to extract the fundamental component of non-ideal source voltage and subsequently apply it for synchronization and reference current generation purposes. Unlike harmonic extraction algorithm, DC-link voltage regulation and current control algorithms can be applied in both ideal and non-ideal source voltage conditions without any specific modifications since these algorithms do not involve directly with the source voltages. However, when the SAPF is developed based on a multilevel inverter configuration, the applied current control algorithm needs to be expanded and modified accordingly to suit the higher switching states of the multilevel inverter and also it must be designed with voltage balancing ability to deal with the inherent voltage imbalance problem of multilevel inverters. Note that the voltage balancing features of a current control algorithm varies according to the topologies of multilevel inverters employed. Hence, in this case, complete understanding on the characteristics and operation of the employed multilevel inverter is crucial. Lastly, in terms of compatibility of the control algorithms, there is generally no restriction on applying different combinations of control algorithms so long as their respective operations are properly synchronized with one another.
